Abstract-This paper addresses the problem of facial landmark localization and tracking from a single camera. We present a two-stage cascaded deformable shape model to effectively and efficiently localize facial landmarks with large head pose variations. In initialization stage, we propose a group sparse optimized mixture model to automatically select the most salient facial landmarks. By introducing 3D face shape model, we apply procrustes analysis to provide pose-aware landmark initialization. In landmark localization stage, the first step uses mean-shift local search with constrained local model to rapidly approach the global optimum. The second step uses component-wise active contours to discriminatively refine the subtle shape variation. Our framework simultaneously handles face detection, pose-robust landmark localization and tracking in real time. Extensive experiments are conducted on both laboratory environmental databases and face-in-the-wild databases. The results reveal that our approach consistently outperforms state-of-the-art methods for face alignment and tracking.
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INTRODUCTION
F ACIAL landmark localization and tracking have been studied for many years in computer vision. Landmark localization addresses the problem of matching a group of predefined 2D landmarks to a given facial image. Landmark tracking is to continuously capture the predefined landmarks in a facial image sequence. Such tasks are prerequisite for many applications, such as face recognition [1] , [2] , facial expression analysis [3] , [4] , [5] , 3D face modeling [2] , [6] , video editing [7] , etc. All the applications require accurate landmark positions. However, due to complicated background, lighting conditions and particularly occlusion and pose variations, accurate landmark localization remains challenging in practice.
Many face alignment algorithms rely on the facial area detection results, which is the first and key step in landmark localization. For example, in CLM [8] and SDM [9] , their frameworks apply the famous face detector Viola and Jones [10] . Though general face detection algorithms such as Viola and Jones face detector show good performance in general cases, it cannot handle the conditions with pose variation or partial occlusion. Therefore, the more state-of-the-art face detection algorithms are proposed to overcome the extreme conditions [11] , [12] . Even provided with good region of interests under extreme conditions, improper landmark initialization still leads to misalignment. For example, Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [13] are very sensitive to initial positions, because complex appearance with illumination and noise may result in local minima. Like the more state-of-the-art face detection algorithms above, a robust initialization which simultaneously detects face under challenging conditions and provides facial key points alleviates the complexity of face alignment.
Pose variation and partial occlusion of faces are two main causes of missing facial appearance. Pose variation leads to the self-occlusion by viewing from certain viewpoints and partial occlusion directly obstacle the facial appearance. The missing appearance provides no evidence for the algorithms to evaluate whether the landmarks (especially the landmarks in the missing region) are in proper positions. Regarding occlusion, Saragih et al. [8] introduced a robust error function to control the unseen landmarks' variation. Yang et al. [14] introduced a sparse shape error term to compensate the occluded landmarks' deviation. Roh et al. proposed a supervised RANSAC method [15] to detect non-occluded facial landmarks and use the nonoccluded points for alignment. The method shows better accuracy and stability than a Bayesian inference solution based on tangent shape approximation [16] . However, RANSAC achieves high accuracy at the price of low efficiency. Yu et al. [17] proposed a consensus over multiple occlusion-specific regressors to overcome the missing appearance problem. Burgos-Artizzu et al. [18] proposed a block-wise occlusion prior learned from training set to guide the cascaded pose regression. Ghiasi and Fowlkes [19] considered a hierarchical deformable part model (DPM) to detect occlusion at part level and propagate such occlusion information for the holistic landmark alignment.
To alleviate pose variation problem, Cootes and Taylor [16] imported mixture model for representing shape variation. Zhou et al. [20] also provided a Bayesian mixture model for multi-view face alignment. Although multi-view face shape models partially solve the pose variation problem, they cannot cover unlimited possibilities of view changes. Therefore, 3D shape models [21] are proposed to handle continuous view change. There are two possible ways to explicitly project 3D shape onto 2D images. One way is to use facial anchor points, e.g., eye corners and mouth corners, mapping from 3D shape; The other is to leverage the view information from head pose estimators. Since most pose estimators [22] are based on face detectors, which makes the problem recursive. A better choice is to train fast and accurate facial anchor point detectors.
Previous face alignment methods have achieved wide success. The parametric models, e.g., Active Shape Models (ASMs) [23] , AAMs [13] , [24] , establish shape representation and an either holistic object appearance or series of local patches' appearance by conducting Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on a set of training data. Such methods assume the testing faces lie in the linear subspace of the training faces. Most of them are sensitive to the initial positions. While in searching the optimal solutions, the inverse of hessian matrix for AAMs is time-consuming. Constrained Local Models (CLMs) [8] , [25] , [26] , largely speed up the optimization because the local update can be achieved by efficient EM algorithm and the global update is close-form. The discriminative approaches attempt to learn a mapping from image features to parameters' increment or landmarks' displacement. Cristinacce and Cootes [27] proposed to fit ASMs by learning a linear regression between the increment of motion parameters and the appearance differences. Further improvements investigated directly mapping the image features variation to landmark displacement [9] , [28] . These methods attempt to numerically approximate the Jacobian from locations to parameters. But due to data completeness and noise, there is no guarantee the approximation is practically equivalent to the real Jacobian.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework to deal with all the above-mentioned problems. The initialized anchor points are selected by a group sparse learning strategy. Modified from Zhu and Ramanan's work [29] , by regularizing the weights to be group sparse, maximizing the margin over positive and negative training samples generates effective weights to simplify the mixtures of parts. The sparse landmarks reduce the risk of error propagation from dense misaligned landmarks. Then a bi-stage cascaded deformable shape model is presented to achieve global optimum. The first step is globally searching all the landmarks' positions by the holistic shape constraint. The second step is locally refining each components alignment by each component shape constraint.
A preliminary method is proposed in [30] . The difference between [30] and this paper is mainly summarized into three aspects. 1) We extensively analyze the effectiveness of each module proposed in our method, i.e., we evaluate the Optimized Part Mixtures (OPM) versus Tree Structure Part Model (TSPM) [29] by using the two modules separately as our initializer and applying the bi-stage cascaded deformable shape model to fit the landmarks. Also we investigate the component-wise active contour by checking the performance of the proposed framework with and without the module. These additional discussions are very important for justifying the parts of our proposed method. 2) We add two more state-of-the-art comparing methods [31] and [9] , which are the regression based methods and have shown better performance so far. Rivera and Martinez [31] proposed to build kernel regression (KR) relationship between the feature space and coordinate space, which is a nonlinear strategy for alignment. Xiong and De la Torre [9] introduced multi-step linear regression method to approach the non-linear face manifold. These comparisons further confirmed the advantages of the proposed approach. 3) In the sparse learning step, we provide an efficient and more concrete algorithm to solve the sparse max-margin learning problem. The initial work [30] does not introduce the detail of solving those learning problems. Considering the completeness and reproducibility of our work, in this paper, we illustrate all the learning process sequentially to form a clear workflow for implementation.
Our framework primarily leads to the following contributions. 1) The proposed optimized mixtures and two-step cascaded deformable shape model achieve real-time performance in facial landmark tracking.
2) The proposed twostage cascaded deformable shape model is able to deal with large pose variation and capture subtle shape variations from classical parametric shape models. 3) Extensive experiments have been conducted to demonstrate that our posefree landmark fitting framework consistently achieves more significant results comparing to state-of-the-art methods on not only laboratory environmental face databases but also face-in-the-wild databases.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the fundamentals of facial feature detection by reviewing some relevant papers. The proposed approach is described in Sections 3 and 4. Our experimental results are evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively in Section 5 , and the conclusions are drawn in the final section.
RELATED WORK
With respect to face detection, Viola and Jones [10] proposed a widely used boost framework. It is fast and effective for most frontal faces. Although it is able to handle non-frontal faces by assembling side-view training data, it provides no pose information for proper facial landmark initialization. A number of improvements and modifications are made based on the Viola and Jones detector. Some focused on extracting more effective features [32] and others concentrated on classification learning methods [33] . Nonetheless, several detection based landmark localization approaches are proposed to directly provide the landmark positions without knowing the face region. Sivic et al. [34] used mixture of tree structure to optimize the landmark positions of the whole face. Karlinsky and and Ullman [35] exhibited face component detector learning to ensemble the facial component detectors and parse the facial attributes. Uricar et al. [36] proposed a seven anchor point detector based on Deformable Part Models [37] which depicts an object with several parts and the connection in between each other part. They adopted structure-output SVMs to further localize the landmarks which achieve fast speed and high accuracy. However, when the detection error occurs, seven points are not sufficient to provide steady initial landmarks. Zhu and Ramanan [29] proposed another framework based on mixture of part model. Different such mixtures can handle different view-point faces. However, the size of parts pool in their model is large, which impedes the potential for real-time landmark tracking.
Parametric models have been widely used in face alignment. ASMs [21] , [23] , [27] , [38] constrains the pre-defined landmark vector s ¼ ½x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x N , which is concatenated by N landmark coordinates x i ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N, in the linear subspace spanned by the eigen vectors from training data. The objective function is illustrated as Eq. (1):
where s is the objective shape, s is the mean shape, Q is the matrix formed by shape eigenvectors and u is the coefficients to be pursued. Each landmark uses pixel value or gradient feature to search the optimal position in neighborhood. Then the global linear subspace constrain is applied to realign all the landmarks. The ASMs and their improvements assume the shape s can be linearly represented by training data and they consider no consistent appearance feature in the optimization, e.g., only exhaustive local search in gradient or pixel feature. AAMs [13] , [24] , [39] improve the ASMs by considering the minimization of holistic facial appearance error: 
P is the parameters for similarity transformation W . U is the appearance matrix formed by concatenating appearance eigenvectors, which is learned from PCA over holistic face appearance features. c is the coefficients and I is the facial image. AAMs make the same assumption for shapes as ASMs. In addition, they assume the facial appearance also lies in the linear subspace spanned by eigen appearance vectors from PCA in the same way of shapes. Thus objective function Eq. (2) aims to find optimal parameters, p and c to reconstruct the facial appearance. These methods are expected to achieve more precise results. However, during the optimization, the calculation of Jacobian of parameters is very expensive and it must be updated for each iteration. Practically such methods are sensitive to initial landmark positions since holistic facial appearance may contain large number of local minimum. In order to further overcome the fallacies, Cristinacce and Cootes firstly proposed a more effective framework CLMs [25] . The appearance model is similar to that used in AAMs. But the appearance is not holistic anymore. They extract local patch around each landmark and combine all the local patches to indicate a face, in a feature template manner arg max pðPjs; IÞ / pðPjIÞpðsjP; IÞ
¼ pðPÞ Y N i¼1 pðs i jP; IÞ:
Instead of minimizing the reconstruction error of appearance, CLM aims to maximize the overall alignment probability by matching current local patches with pretrained templates and assuming each patch alignment is independent given the model. In Eq. (3), it maximizes the probability of model parameter P given current landmark positions s and facial image I. A Bayesian inference is derived in Eq. (3). In Eq. (4), the posteriori of each landmark alignment is conditionally independent. In Cristinacce and Cootes work [25] , the posteriori is estimated as a GibbsBoltzmann distribution. While in Saragih et al.'s work [8] , it is assumed a mixture of Gaussian and then an Expectation Maximization (EM) approach is adopted to search the optimum. Another improvement is using Random Forests to vote for the best position for each point [40] . Recently a fast AAM algorithm was presented for real time alignment [41] , and an ensemble of AAM [42] was proposed to jointly register landmarks for image sequence. The combination of a part model and CLM [30] was proposed to alleviate pose variations, while other CLM frameworks focused on local patch expert learning [43] . Nonparametric shape regression is another way for shape registration. Belhumeur et al. [44] proposed a datadriven method that employed RANSAC to robustly fit exemplar landmark configurations drawn from a database to a set of local landmark detections. Similar methods [45] , [46] either considered temporal feature similarity for joint face alignment or used graph matching to enhance the landmark localization. Cristinacce and Cootes [27] introduced a boosted regression predictor which learns the relationship between the local neighborhood appearance and the displacement from the true feature location under the ASM framework. Following the same way, several discriminative methods are introduced. Gradient Boosting [47] models the nonlinearities in relationship of the feature motion and the coordinates displacement effectively. Valstar et al. [48] used a combination of Support Vector Regression and Markov Random Fields to largely reduce the search time. Martinez et al. [49] proposed local evidence aggregation for regression based alignment. Rivera and Martinez [31] investigated kernel regression to map from image features directly to landmark location and received good performance especially for low-resolution images. Cootes et al. [40] recently presented Random Forest voting based shape fitting method in improving the locating accuracy. Cao et al. [28] presented a holistic regression method to directly infer the whole landmark set from facial images. Dantone et al. [50] introduced conditional regression forests to treat faces with different poses separately. Dollar et al. [51] proposed cascaded pose regression to approximate 2D pose of objects. Burgos-Artizzu et al. [18] continued using the cascaded pose regression and apply it to predict the occlusion likelihood of landmarks. Xiong and De la Torre [9] proposed a supervised descent learning to establish such relationship and achieved high efficiency. Besides the mainstream, Liang et al. [52] trained directional classifiers to discriminatively search facial components.
Those algorithms are among state-of-the-art performance. However, most of them lack the flexibility in representing pose-variate cases. They are not designed for handling partial occlusion because many of them need to compute the feature motion and partial occlusion provides no feature at all. Since they need to build the direct relationship between coordinate displacement and feature motion, the training data must be prepared with experience and the volume of training faces is large. Nevertheless, since one step of regression usually cannot guarantee convergence of landmark search, e.g., in Xiong and De la Torre's work [9] , they proposed several same steps of such search procedure, it is difficult to determine the number of iterations in practice. In contrast, our framework simultaneously tackles face detection and landmark initialization using proposed optimized anchor point detectors. The framework deals with arbitrary head pose conditions by introducing 3D shape model. It can handle partial face occlusion by explicitly detecting the occlusion from normal facial parts. Also it achieves real time performance due to the group sparse selection and cascaded two-stage deformation strategy. In addition, merely several hundreds of facial images are needed to provide model prior.
ROBUST INITIALIZATION VIA OPTIMIZED PART MIXTURES
Before shape alignment or landmark tracking, robust initialization promotes the performance and prevents the fitting process from falling into local minima. We follow a pictorial structure [29] , [37] to organize the landmarks. Section 3.1 serves as preliminary background introduced in [29] . Based on that, we aim to simplify the dense structure of TSPM.
Observing that not all dense landmarks are needed in order to localize the facial area, we introduced group sparse constraint over all the landmarks in Section 3.2. To obtain the coefficients of each landmark, a max-margin learning framework is proposed in Section 3.3. In the meanwhile, we further introduced an iterative updating algorithm to efficiently solve the group-sparse constraint problem.
Mixtures of Part Model
Every facial landmark with predefined patch neighborhood is a part. Same landmark in different viewpoints may be different parts. As a consequence, the landmarks of a face are a mixture of those parts. We define the shared pool of parts as V . The connection between two parts forms an edge in E.
In connecting the landmarks, specific tree structures are superior to general complete graphical models for not only the simplicity of representation but also the efficiency in inference [29] .
For each viewpoint i, we define a tree T i ¼ ðV i ; E i Þ; i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Mg. Given a facial image I HÂW , the jth landmark position s j ¼ ðx j ; y j Þ 2 S j & f1; . . . ; Hg Â f1; . . . ; Wg; j 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Ng. The measuring of a landmark configuration s ¼ ðs 1 ; . . . ; s N Þ is defined by a scoring function f : I Â S ! R; S ¼ fS 1 ; . . . ; S N g.
The first term in Eq. (5) is a local patch appearance evaluation function q i : I Â S i ! R; i 2 ð1; NÞ, defined as,
indicating how likely a landmark is in an aligned position. The second term is the shape deformation cost g i : S j Â S k ! R; ðj; kÞ 2 E, defined as,
balancing the relative positions of neighboring landmarks. w iq j is the weight vector convolving the feature descriptor of patch j, F iq j ðI; s j Þ. w ig jk are the weights controlling the shape displacement function defined as F ig jk ðs j ; s k Þ ¼ ðdx; dy; dx 2 ; dy 2 Þ, where ðdx; dyÞ ¼ s k À s j . Such quadratic deformation cost controls the model with only four parameters and has shown its effectiveness in face alignment [29] . Further, we formulate the two evaluation functions in a uniform way to obtain a more compact representation
Given an image I, for each possible configuration of landmark positions, we evaluate the score of each configuration in each viewpoint. The largest score potentially provides the most likely localization of the landmarks. Thus the landmark positions can be obtained by maximizing Eq. (9):
Group Sparse Learning for Landmark Selection
Facial landmarks are usually defined manually or humanselected without any consistent rules. Evidence is that the annotation among different face datasets is largely different, e.g., LFPW [44] database has 29 points, LFW [53] database has seven points, while AR [54] database has 22 labels. However, we observe that there are some common points defined by those different datasets, such as eye corners, eyebrow corners, mouth corners, upper lip and lower lip points, etc. Although one can manually select the most common landmark points for a new facial structure, we intend to automatically select those landmarks by learning from training data to well represent facial structures and the number of landmarks should meet real-time requirement for inference. The goal of sparse selection is to robustly initialize the landmark positions more than accurately localize the landmark positions. In fact, the landmarks which are more salient than others, i.e., the corner points of eyes and mouth, in some sense would be easier to detect. However, considering the harder landmarks to localize as TSPM [29] does, it is far from robust when severe pose variation or occlusion is present. Removing the vague points decreases the false alarms. In our framework, the learning based selection serving as initial detection and boosting the localization accuracy is placed on the latter two-stage deformable shape fitting, not the detection step. Based on the above observations, we intend to build an optimization algorithm to simplify the dense structure.
Visually salient key points have a higher probability to be selected as the optimized structure. Since the saliency significance is different among the original TSPM's landmarks, selecting the most salient landmarks is feasible. Technically, as shown in Fig. 2 , each landmark is denoted as a patch which is centered at the landmark with certain square size. Each such patch is with a weight matrix of the same size. On the landmark level, the weight matrices should be sparse; on the matrices' element level, the weight elements are all either non-zeros or near zeros. The sparse constraint is on the group level while inside each group the weights are not necessarily sparse. Such property is well characterized as group sparsity [55] .
The sparse group constraint is defined as in Eq. (10). assume a partition [ m j¼1 G j of b, which is rearranging the elements inside the vector b and grouping the neighboring elements as group G j . The m groups are disjoint
. . . ; b Gm . We expect inside each group, only a subset F & f1; . . . ; mg of those groups are non-zero elements while those non-zero elements are smallb
Notice that the constraint on b is L 2;1 norm. At the intergroup level G j ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; m, the constraint is L 1 regularized while at the intra-group level the coefficients are L 2 regularized which is considered dense but small. The L 2;1 constraint is considered the group sparse property.
Max-Margin Learning for Landmark Parameters
In our learning process, we collect positive samples from MultiPIE database [56] , which contains annotations and viewpoint information, denoted as C þ . Negative samples are collected from arbitrary natural scenes but without faces, denoted as C À . The overall training set is C ¼ C þ [ C À . For each viewpoint i, we need to train the weightsw i . For each landmark, we know thatw i ¼ ½w iq j ; w ig jk , which is the weight vector consists of unary weights w iq j and pair-wise weights w ig jk . The pair-wise weights are set according to the tree structure edge set E. w ig jk includes all the weights that are connected to node j. Similarly, in node k, there is such edge weight w ig kj . They are not necessarily equivalent since parent node and child node may take each other in different importance. For simplicity, we denotew i asw in the following notations. Based on Eq. (5), considering the group sparse constraint from Section 3.2, we establish a max-margin framework in Eq. (11):
w ;FðI n ; s n Þ ! 1 À " n 8n 2 C À ; 8s; w ;FðI n ; sÞ À1 þ " n ;
wherew ¼ ½w 1 ; . . . ;w m . We omit the pose angle i here because the optimization is a unified framework to all the pose angles. Then the holistic weight vectorw is constructed byw t , each of which is a rearranged weight vector at part t combining both the unary weights and pair-wise weights.F is a feature descriptor, i.e., hog feature all through the optimization. The positive features are extracted over positive samples with ground truth and the negative features are extracted with arbitrary configurations. To solve the problem, a group sparse optimization method is used. We refer the readers to [55] for details of algorithms. From the objective function 11, we know that:
Minimizing objective function 11 pushes " n to 1 À y nw TF , where y n is the class label of node n. For simplicity, we denotew as W andF as F. We define the search process as:
where sequence fW i g are the approximate solutions and fS i g are the search points. Learning rate b i is a properly chosen coefficient. To compute W iþ1 , an approximating model was proposed in [55] as Eq. (14). The loss function in Eq. (14) is defined in Eq. (15) . Y is a matrix variable of the loss function F L;W ðY Þ. In Eq. (14), W iþ1 is achieved by minimize the loss function
lossðW
Combining the above two equations, W iþ1 is derived by minimizing the approximating model F L;W ðY Þ as shown in Eq. (16):
Further we notice that for each group in m groups, the optimization is independent, which is denoted as following:
The above objective function is convex and smooth, which can be solved by gradient descent methods. Then we can select the most salientw i to form a new tree. Those nodes with small weights are eliminated. Because the tree structure is changed, we have to re-train our weights. Training is achieved by solving the traditional max-margin problem:
arg miñ
which is a classic quadratic programming problem. We use the dual coordinate descent method proposed in [29] to obtain the optimized weights.
TWO-STEP CASCADED DEFORMABLE MODEL
With initial anchor points detection, we use general Procrustes analysis to project our 3D shape model onto the facial image. The 3D model is trained off line based on a 3D labeled face shape dataset [57] which serves as a prior all through our method. As head is a near-rigid object in 3D space, the 3D to 2D mapping is unique. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this section, we firstly formulate the problem into parametric forms. Assuming the aligning of neighborhood landmarks conditionally independent, we apply Bayesian inference to build a probabilistic model. Further assuming the response map of each landmark patch mixture of Gaussian, we propose a two-step cascaded deformable shape model to refine the locations of landmarks.
Problem Formulation
In Section 3.1, we have defined the landmarks as vector s ¼ ½s 1 ; . . . ; s N , each landmark s j is formed by concatenating the x and y coordinates. Let I denote the image potentially containing faces. The task is to infer s from I. Proposed by Coots et al. [23] , ASM represents face shapes by a mean shape and a linear combination of k selected shape basis, s ¼ s þ Qu, where s is the mean shape vector, Q ¼ ½Q 1 ; . . . ; Q k contains the k shape basis, u 2 R k is the coefficient vector. The general Point Distribution Model (PDM) introduced by Cootes and Taylor [16] , takes global transformation into consideration. Considering rigid transformation in 3D space, scaling, rotation and translation are the only three deterministic factors. Considering local deformation, the ASM shape basis is able to depict it as long as the training set contains enough variate shapes and the number of basis k is large enough. Hence we establish the relationship between any two points in 3D space in Eq. (19) :
s j is one of the defined landmarks, R is a rotation matrix, a is a scaling factor and T is the shift vector. The PDM provides us a way to depict arbitrary shape from a mean shape by deforming the parameter P ¼ a; R; u; T f g . The problem is to find such parameter P to map the 3D reference shape to a fitted shape which best depicts the faces in an image.
The Two-Step Cascaded Model
We 
which has shown its effectiveness in [26] . ' is the feature descriptor of landmark patch i, # and b are the regressor weights trained from collected positive and negative samples. The parameter P are set from the PDM model which applies PCA to a set of registered shapes. The distance in PCA subspace is measured by Mahalanobis distance, which is a kernel l 2 -norm measurement. Thus, we assume that the prior conforms to Gaussian distribution pðPÞ / N ðm; LÞ; L ¼ diagf½ 1 ; . . . ; k g;
where i is the ith eigenvalue corresponding to the ith shape basis in Q from the nonrigid PCA approach, m is the mean parameter vector respectively.
Step 1: local patch mean-shift. Given a near-optimal landmark s i , we intend to search its neighborhood to get the optimal alignment likelihood. Naturally the possible optimal candidates y i form a region C i . We assume y i conforms to Gaussian distribution N ðs i ; s i IÞ. Hence, the alignment Fig. 1 . Pose-free facial landmark initialization using Procrustes analysis on 3D reference shape and detected optimized part mixture. Fig. 2 . The group sparse structure illustration. The most salient boxes denoted as green comparing to all the boxes are sparse. Each box is considered a group. At the group level, the selection is sparse. While inside each box, the corresponding coefficient matrix denoted as the gray patch is dense because inside the area of each box, all the pixels contribute to the score fðs j Þ calculation. 
An Expectation Maximization approach is raised to solve the problem of Eq. (22) . Assuming all the landmarks' candidate distribution has the same deviation s, we derive the objective function in Eq. (27) :
Taking the first order approximation
the Jacobian of shape points, we obtain the updating func-
In Eq. (28),
Actually U is the mean-shift vector on response map C. By iteratively updating the mean-shift vectors on each local patch response map, the parameter P is updated until converging to the global optimum.
Step 2: component-wise active contour. Local patch meanshift performance relies heavily on the response map. We found in some cases merely mean-shift strategy cannot find the correct positions. Possibly the global constrain of P after mean-shift does not guarantee fitting each component exactly. But the result of mean-shift is expected to fall in the convergence basin of the global minima. We aim to take external force constrain to push the landmarks in each component aligning to its global minimum. It is componentwise because there is seldom such general external force for all the landmarks. By adding shape constrain similar as F ig jk ðs j ; s k Þ ¼ ðdx; dy; dx 2 ; dy 2 Þ defined in Section 3.1, we expect to preserve the structure of shape. For each landmark, we evaluate its alignment by another measurement expðÀhe i Þ. e i is positive energy item including shape constrain, appearance constrain and external force constrain. Combining with objective function Eq. (22), we obtain a refined objective function as Eq. (29) 
h is a regularization term. We take the linear combination of the three constraints as shown in Eq. (30): 
where g is the linear combination coefficients and d is a distance measure. We choose the Mahananobis distance of pixel value as d, which is the distance between the value of current landmark's pixel and the average value of face skin pixels. We notice that rI is the function of I and s while d is the function of I and s too. Once I is known, they are just the function of s
Similarly we give out the overall rule for parameter update in Eq. (31), which can be achieved by gradient descent method. The reason not merging the two steps together is because in step 1, some patches' mean-shift may deviate due to low quality of response map before global shape constraint. If we directly raise the component-wise active contour on the deviated landmarks, the error may propagate. But if step 1's result is regularized by global shape constraint, the deviation is mediated and step 2 finds the convergence point with fewer iterations. Our bi-stage fitting procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Two-Stage Deformable Shape Fitting with Optimized Part Mixtures
Require: facial image I. Ensure: optimized P. 1: Initialization: given trainedw, run landmark detection (9) to get s 0 . 2: run Procrust process on s 0 and 3D shape model s 3d to obtain initial P.
3: repeat 4:
Local Patch Mean-shift: run P updating function (27) ,
Component-wise Active Contour: run P updating function (30), P P þ DP 6: until P converges
EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our method, we introduce six main face databases used in our experiments, i.e., MultiPIE, AR, LFPW, LFW, AFW and iBug. They are collected either under specific experimental conditions or under natural conditions. All of them present challenges in different aspects.
MultiPIE [56] contains images of 337 people with different poses, illumination and expressions. We collected 1,300 images from it, which include 13 different poses and each pose contains 100 images from different people. The training of optimized part mixtures is based on this database.
Images in AR [54] are frontal with different facial expressions, illumination and occlusion. We take 509 images of 126 people with different facial expressions to raise the experiment.
LFPW [44] , [58] , LFW [53] and AFW [29] are image databases collected in wild conditions. The images contain large variations in pose, illumination, expression and occlusion. For LFPW, we collected 801 training images and 222 testing images. For LFW, we selected 12,007 of 13,233 images which have valid annotations. For AFW, we collected 205 testing images. iBug [58] is a recently published even more challenging dataset in which the head pose variation and occlusion are the extreme conditions. The test dataset consists of 135 images with labeled ground truth.
As each of them has different number of annotation landmarks, when evaluating different algorithms on the same database, we use the landmarks from database annotation which are common in all the algorithms. We firstly verify the group sparse learning selection based landmark detectors by comparing to the Tree Structure Part Model [29] algorithm. We then conduct the near-frontal face alignment comparison with Multi-view ASMs [38] , CLM [8] , Oxford landmark detector [34] , TSPM, Kernel Regression [31] , SDM [9] and RCPR [18] . The databases are AR and nearfrontal images from MultiPIE. In evaluating the pose robustness of our method, we introduced a more recent and challenging dataset iBug [58] . However, since not all the comparing methods can provided proper results on this dataset, i.e. ASM performs pool on the dataset, we do not present the comparison over all the method on this dataset as shown in Table 4 . Based on LFPW, LFW and AFW, we compare the algorithms on the unconstrained cases. In addition, our method is potentially capable of tracking facial landmarks because of its fast update between two consecutive frames. We test it on talking face video [59] and compare it with CLM and Multi-ASM algorithms.
Quantitatively, the alignment error is measured by normalizing the absolute pixel error over the square root of face size, reflected by the rectangle hull of aligned landmarks. We uniformly apply the face size other than interocular distance as the normalization measure because there are many cases, in which not both eyes are visible.
Optimized Part Mixtures versus Tree Structure Part Model
Zhu and Ramanan [29] proposed a tree structure part model to simultaneously detect face and localize landmarks. The landmarks in their model are densely distributed. We propose a group sparse learning method to select the most representative landmarks. We conduct the comparison of the average localization error on AR and LFPW datasets. As the code provided by the authors is based on Matlab, we compare the running time on the same Matlab platform. Fig. 4 visualizes the TSPM dense model and our optimized mixture model. The TSPM consists of 68 points surrounded with 68 black bounding boxes. Each point is a node of the node set V. The neighboring points are connected in red lines. Each line is an element of the line set E. The graph T = (V, E) consists of the node set V and the edge set E. The center is located at the center of the nose. It is expanded in an undirected and noncyclic way. Thus, the graph is a tree structure. In Fig. 4b , the structure is a simplified one from Fig. 4a . All the blue dots and surrounded black bounding boxes are the ones selected from the dense Tree Structure Part Model, also denoted as the green rectangles in Fig. 4a . We could see that the OPM maintains a part of the original structure of TSPM but neglects the intermediate nodes in between. Though with fewer nodes, the OPM depicts a face completely.
From the TSPM structure, how much portion that the OPM should preserve is also an interesting point to investigate. In implementation, each landmark patch is related with several filters. Each filter corresponds to a weight vector for one view-point. Several view points at the same landmark may share a common filter. Different filters at the same landmark deal with different view-points. For all the filters, we firstly calculate the euclidean norm of the weight vectors and plot the curve as shown at the top of Fig. 5 .
From Fig. 5 , we notice that for each of the peaks, the width of the peaks is significant, which means that the filters in the neighborhood all have significant or insignificant weights. Meanwhile, the filters with indices less than 50 and larger than 100 are more significant weighted than the filters from 50 to 100. It again verifies that the importance of different filters is different across all the landmarks. By setting threshold varying from 0.03 to 0.09, the weight vector distribution changes shown at the bottom of Fig. 5 . When threshold is low, most of the patches are selected. When threshold is high, only the most salient patches (shown in brighter blocks) are selected. We could visually find the most salient patches at the bottom of Fig. 5 matches the simplified structure shown in Fig. 4b . An interesting and important argument is whether the group sparse selection is beneficial. From the visual saliency map in Fig. 5 , we manually selected the most salient points, i.e., four eye corner points, one nose tip point, one eyebrow center point, two mouth corner points, one upper lip and one lower lip points, in total 10-point setup as the baseline model. In the meanwhile, we provided another baseline by randomly selecting 17 points out of the dense 68 points, which has the same number of points layout as our proposed method. By independently train the baselines and our proposed 17-point model, we test the three methods on MultiPIE. As shown in Fig. 6 , the proposed optimized part mixture performs more than 10 percent proportion gap over the random and manual selection, which verifies the effectiveness of the group sparse selection.
We present more visual comparisons between the two algorithms across different databases as shown in Fig. 3 . In  Fig. 3 , the result of TSPM (68 points) is manually selected to match with the 17 points' result of OPM, in which the definition of the 17 points in both TSPM and OPM is the same. We could see from the results that the proposed OPM provides more reasonable initial anchor points than TSPM, e.g., the red dots in Fig. 3 distributes with less deviation and are more consistent than the green dots.
Quantitatively, in Table 1 , we observe that TSPM performs slightly better than the optimized mixture model on AR database, of which the gap under 5 percent relative error is only 2:81 percent. But the running time for proposed method is two times less. The performance gap is because the images in AR database are near-frontal with harmonic illumination conditions. The assumption of large pose variation and partial occlusion may not hold at this database. If without pose variation or occlusion, the landmark's detection error is expected to be small. In this situation, the more landmarks of detection evidence, the better of the detection result.
In contrast, the proposed method on LFPW is marginally better than TSPM and running time is 4 times less. The case for LFPW is that pose variation or partial occlusion exists. Each single landmark's detection error is expected to be enlarged. If the landmarks are dense, the error of each landmark influences its neighborhood more than the sparse structure, which is the case of Table 1 on LFPW. Our main purpose designing the group sparse structure on top of the original TSPM is to simplify the dense structure and speed up the process. In well-constrained environments, the TSPM performs better as shown in Table 1 AR database. While in unconstrained environments, the OPM shows (11), our goal is to minimize the localization error margin n , which suggests that we require the detection to be as good as possible. From our experimental results, the initialization from OPM provides good enough accuracy such that the latter process achieves competitive while sometimes better results than other state-of-the-art methods. Therefore, our OPM effectively handles challenging situations in practice, and is an important module to improve the overall accuracy and efficiency.
Algorithm Component Analysis
In our framework, we have introduced Optimized Part Mixtures to simplify TSPM's dense structure and initialize the landmarks. The two-step cascaded deformable shape fitting consists of local patch mean-shift and component-wise active contours. We investigate all modules of the framework to reveal the effectiveness of each component. Since the TSPM's annotation is different from the OPM's, we manually select the landmarks from TSPM to match the landmark setup in our optimized part model for fair comparison, which denoted as TSPM-convert. For active contour, we directly compare the performance of our framework with and without such refinement. The experiment is conducted on LFPW and AFW wild face databases. We evaluate on the proportion of image volume when relative error is under 5, 10 or 15 percent. Quantitative results are shown in Table 2 .
Using converted TSPM as initialization, we see the accuracy drops significantly from the proposed one. Thus applying group sparse selection of anchor points is a novel and key step in our framework. Comparing to the result without active contour, the proposed method is consistently and marginally better, which reveals Snake's effectiveness in improving performance.
Evaluation on Pose Robustness
In our work, a major task is to align the face shape under severe pose variation. We adopt the MultiPIE, selected images with large pose variation from LFPW (LFPW-P) and images with large pose variation from iBug (iBug-P) for the evaluation.
For LFPW-P, 112 images out of 215 test images are manually selected with significantly large head pose variation. The annotation is from 300-W and all the comparing methods are tested on the sub-dataset. Though the landmark setup for the comparing methods is different, the proportion of images well aligned against the normalized alignment error is a fair measure for all the methods.
For iBug-P, 81 images out of 135 test images are manually selected for testing. Most of the 135 test images are with large pose variation. However, since some of the images contain multiple faces, in which some comparing methods only predict one face shape, there is a mismatch to evaluate the alignment accuracy. Thus, we remove the images in this situation for fair comparisons.
The evaluation is conducted on the success rate of all the methods on the three databases and the curve of proportion of database volume versus the normalized error. The success rate is shown in Table 3 .
In MultiPIE, the TSPM and the proposed method achieves 100 percent detection rate on the test dataset while Viola-Jones is far less. It is because the detector almost all failed on the pose variations larger than 60 degree in Multi-PIE. Even if the multi-view face detector succeeds in the large pose variation, those localization methods cannot facilitate to the large pose situations because their shape fitting schemes may fail in searching such large pose space. To validate this assessment, we equally provide all the compared methods the same face bounding boxes and evaluate their localization accuracy in Fig. 7 . The advantageous performance may result from that the TSPM and the proposed method simultaneously detect the key landmarks and the face region utilizing a multi-view deformable part model. The multi-view DPM breaks the entire pose search space into discrete subspaces. The propagation of part detection results enhance the overall success rate.
A more quantitative comparison is on the cumulative error function over the relative error as shown in Fig. 7 . The proposed method performs consistently better across the three large pose variation datasets. On MultiPIE, our method achieves 10 percent better than other state-of-the-art methods while on LFPW-P and iBug-P, the gap shrinks because the the faces in these two datasets are more challenging in head poses and all types of occlusion. Even so, our method manages to maintain high performance. Note that we equally provide all the compared methods with the same face bounding boxes. The difference shows only the capability of deforming the initial shapes to handle all kinds of pose variations. The results from Fig. 7 indicate that the proposed method is advantageous in dealing with pose variation. 
Comparison with Previous Work
We compare our approach (optimized mixtures with cascaded deformable shape model) with the following methods.
(1) Multi-view ASMs [38] , (2) Constrained local model [8] , (3) Oxford facial landmark detector (OX) [34] , (4) tree structure part model [29] , (5) Kernel Regression [31] , (6) Supervised Descent Method (SDM) [9] and (7) Robust Cascaded Pose Regression (RCPR) [18] . For wild faces, TSPM, RCPR and SDM has reported superior performance over many other state-of-the-art methods. For non-frontal comparison, we hard code ground truth face rectangle to MultiASMs, CLM and Oxford as face detection results because in those cases such methods may fail to locate faces merely using Viola-Jones detector. We firstly evaluate performance on frontal and nearfrontal faces in AR and MultiPIE database. For MultiPIE, we select the near-frontal portion of all the pose-variant images. The near-frontal is defined as faces with yaw angle varying from À45 to 45 degree, in which case all landmarks are visible. For the relative error (Fig. 9a) , our proposed method achieves top performance except 1.4 percent gap below SDM. In Fig. 9b , the proposed method shows superior performance with significant margin to other methods.
Quantitatively, we evaluate all the algorithms on percentage of database volume against the normalized error shown in Table 4 . In AR and MultiPIE, our method stands in the top two performance with only 0.01 alignment gap at error 0.05 compared to SDM. While compared to all other methods, the advantage in alignment accuracy is significant.
Further investigation is focused on the performance of all the methods on LFW, LFPW and AFW. Fig. 8 shows that our method consistently outperforms other methods with a significant margin. For fair comparison, we provide ideal face bounding boxes for compared methods, CLM, Multi-ASM and Oxford, as they may fail to detect faces in side-view face images. Although giving advantage to those methods, Table 4 also supports the conclusion. One may notice that there is a small gap between SDM and our proposed method on LFW. One reason is that images in LFW are with less pose variations comparing to the other two wild face databases. The other thing is that SDM is trained based on LFW and MultiPIE. The smaller training and testing sample distribution gap within the same database may also result in the advantage. From visualization point of view, we present some localization results of TSPM (full independent 1050 part model), CLM (implemented by the ourselves) and our proposed method in Fig. 10 . The CLM results pertain most of the landmarks in good positions. But for pose variation and subtle local variance, the output is not promising. TSPM can handle different kinds of head poses due to its multi-view model. However, its local shape constraint is too strong such that the holistic face shape is not precise. In contrast, the proposed method attempts to strike balance between the global shape constraint and the local shape constraint. Inside the bi-step procedure, the first step emphasizes on the global shape constraining while the second step aims at refining each facial component locally. By alternatively applying the two steps fitting, our method achieves stateof-the-art performance.
Evaluation on Talking Face Video
We claim that the proposed method (optimized mixtures with cascaded deformable shape model) has potential to track videos and image sequences. The reason is that in our model, initialization is simplified from TSPM which is claimed real-time detection performance and the two-step cascaded strategy is based on mean-shift and componentwise active contour. We can directly use information from past frames as the initialization for next frames.
Since TSPM is a detection based method without any plug-in of tracking strategy, we only compare the results on talking face video with CLM and Multi-ASM, which are able to raise video tracking. The relative error is defined as the fraction of average localization error over pupil distance. Table 5 shows that our method outperforms the other two methods with distinct margin. Visualization from Fig. 11 convinces our conclusion that the error by proposed method is consistently smaller than the other two methods.
Computational complexity. Our algorithm consists of three parts. (1) Optimized part mixtures. Restricting the part model tree structure, a dynamic programming and distance and expðÀdÞ þ logð1 þ dÞ. Each takes OðNÞ. With k iterations, the running time is OðNkÞ. Overall, our algorithm achieves OðNðh þ r þ kÞÞ % OðNhÞ, which is because in practice, k 3 and h ) r. Comparing TSPM running time OðNhÞ, CLM with OðNrÞ and ASM with OðNrÞ (assuming the same patch size r for CLM and ASM), our algorithm is at the same running time level of those real-time methods. Typically, our N is a quarter of that in TSPM, which leads to the result that our method is at least two times faster than TSPM as shown in Table 1 .
CONCLUSION
We present a two-stage cascaded deformable shape fitting method for face landmark localization and tracking. By introducing 3D shape model with optimized mixtures of parts, we achieve pose-free landmark initialization. Extensive experiments demonstrate the advantage of our method in aligning wild faces with large pose variation. It also outperforms CLM and Multi-ASM in face landmark tracking. Future work may further investigate local discriminative search and its efficiency. Fig . 11 . Average landmark tracking error in pixels of talking face video from frame 500 to frame 1,000.
